
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of demand planning. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for demand planning

Partner with the finance organization to link the demand planning process
and data with financial forecasts
Identify new demand and supply forecasting techniques or technologies to
improve the overall SIOP process
Working alongside the Sales Strategy team on innovation forecast and
Corporate promotional volumes
Providing the Supply Chain Planners and Production teams with the necessary
insight and strategies to meet both short and long-term forecasted sales
volumes
Simplifying our Demand Planning process by leveraging our existing
technology to generate reports (use of Business Warehouse) and reduce SAP
APO (DP forecast tool) system maintenance
Work collaboratively with senior management across functions and divisions
to build business
Benchmark with internal and external partners on best-in-class Demand
Planning practices and share them within the zone
Ensures a close and efficient link between the Demand Planning group,
business owner and the KISS Program
Maximization of Customer Service Level via effective liaison with factories
and monitoring of daily forecast
Analysis of trends and promotional volumes to make adjustments and
recommendations where necessary
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Energetic leader able to rally the team behind a common vision that includes
accuracy, attention to detail, empowerment, sense of urgency and
achievement of outstanding results
Open to relocation and flexible on location
Able to travel 25%+ and to have initial training in Europe
Ability to collaborate with OEM's, program/account managers, production
planners and interpret information from many sources (build schedules,
inventory, historical ordering, customer forecasts, ) is essential
Advanced proficiency in visual data display and analysis including the
appropriate use of tables, charts, and graphs
Intermediate to advanced statistical knowledge of time series forecasting
models such as moving averages


